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Pupils of the Week
Dear parents and carers,
This week has gone so quickly! Our parent group postponed
Monday’s meeting. On Tuesday nurses were onsite for pupil
COVID vaccinations. There was a very low take up. We’ve had
a small number of pupil COVID cases this week. Unfortunately
college was cancelled for 14L due to the high number of COVID
cases among college staff.
Tracie Bishop our new Occupational Therapist started with us
on Tuesday. Tracie will be working on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Sam Croyle, our new Deputy Head will be visiting
us before the end of term.
Today the Old Vic are running a workshop with 14L and 12V.
Last Friday a number of classes enjoyed Umbrella
Theatre’s performance of Alice in Wonderland. Congratulations
go to 12V, 10C and 7R who won the reading points challenge
and all received a sack of books for their classes.
Next Friday 18th March is Red Nose Day! This is a wear red
day. We will be off timetable all day and there will be a special
breakfast, a class challenge, a special assembly and a disco in
the afternoon. We’re all looking forward to the day. Thanks in
advance of your support.
Stay safe,

7J

Emrah—For his helpful and caring attitude
towards other students

7R

Jamal—For amazing focus and hard work
during Power Maths

8A

Marwa—For fantastic finding of key
information in a text about polar bears

8L

Qahar—For remaining focused and
working hard

9R

Faith—For amazing Maths work adding

Y9

Thomas—For his comprehensive
understanding of what he has listened to in
the reading this week of the class
book Holes

10C

Alhaji—For excellent independent work in
Enterprise lessons

10L

Rizwan—For doing up his zip
independently

11A

Omar—For fantastic reading during
Literacy and mature behaviour throughout
the week

11L

Christopher—For following advice and
being honest about issues that bother him
and the class

Y11

Seraphin—For good work in all subjects,
especially Maths and more mature
behaviour this week

12K

Ramaah—For his subtracting two digit
numbers using borrowing

12V

Arizon—For being kind in class

13L

Yacub—For having a mature attitude to
lessons and challenges

13S

Mohamed—For joining in all the activities
at Roots and Shoots

14J

Isabel—For excellent reading and
understanding when answering
comprehension questions

14L

Joshua—For his excellent performance in
Music

Eileen

Star of the Week
Zahra—For excellent focus and effort in
Canteen Work Experience
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World Book Day!
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We had an amazing day, dressing up as our favourite book characters and taking part
in lots of different activities and workshops onsite! Our friends at Fooditude also
made us an incredible cake!

